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3.1. INTRODUCTION
A remarkable development was achieved in the field of video compression in the past few
decades. The first MPEG and H.264 generations were engines behind the triumph and
marketability of digital video compression. The ITU-T and ISO/IEC are the main actors in
developing image and video coding standard. These two bodies have emerged jointly in
developing the newer standard H.264/AVC in the world of telecommunication particularly in
the area of video compression. With the aim of doubling the compression effectiveness, the
ITU-T video coding expert group proposed a new video coding standard which would
overshadow the existing one [1]. The joint video team (JVT) was formed consisting of the
members of ITU-T VCEG and the ISO/IEC moving picture experts group (MPEG) in 2001 to
start the development of the resulting effort based on the expertise of the two factions [2].
At the beginning, the H.264/AVC standard was created for just "entertainment quality" video
with a sampling format limited to 4:2:0 with 8 bits of sample accuracy. A modification was
done and added to the standard called the Fidelity Range Extensions (FRExt) in July 2004.
The FRExt includes the so-called "High Profiles" for the sake of enhancing the performance
of compressed video. This leads to professional applicability and the commencement of the
high profiles that could support up to 4:4:4 sampling format and bit sampling accuracy.
In recent times, an 'Advanced 4:4:4 Profile' has been projected to code 4:4:4 format video.
The latest proposal involves coding of chroma components in 4:4:4 and also luma coding
tools [4]. However, the work is still being caITied out to develop a new feature of scalable
video coding that is supp0I1ed by H.264/AVe. It should be noted that the H.264/AVC was
designed to achieve a high compression efficiency, eITor resilience and flexible coding in
order to support a wide applications ranging from transport to the end delivery, through wired
or wireless networks.
Among the applications supported by H.264/AVC standard are:
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